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Pens used in KHS

     ① Berol Handwriting Black  widely available

     ② Stabilo OHP non-permanent Black widely available

     ③ Berol Italic Black  reasonable availability *

     ④ ‘Bingo Pen’ Black     eBay Supplier §

     ⑤ Steedtler Fibre Tip Black  eBay Supplier §

     ⑥ Berol Paint Black   widely available

The Berol Paint turns out to have the identical ink as (not surprisingly) the Berol Handwriting and (possibly) 
the Berol Italic as well so I did not use it but it could be a substitute.

 § http://stores.ebay.co.uk/omghowcheap?_trksid=p4340.l2563
  http://www.omghowcheap.co.uk/

 * http://stores.ebay.co.uk/DTBS-The-Stationer

I tried many other pens but they were either unsatisfactory or identical to some of the pens above.

Solvents

Apart from water, I tried various water/meths mixtures with no significant differences. I tried Ethyl Ethnoate 
and White spirit thinking that less-polar solvents might significantly change colour orders and show more 
detail in the less soluble inks. Acetone was the only thing that proved interesting and I tried various acetone/
ethanol mixtures and eventually decided on a 50:50 mixture as much to keep things simple. 

Chromatograms -  

  ⑤  ①   ⑥   ④    ③    ②    ⑤      ①        ⑥         ③        ④    ②

There often seemed to be ‘significant / identifiable’ differences between the 3 most soluble inks with the 
Bingo pen ‘always’ having ‘a tail’. However, this can be due to ‘too much ink’ exceeding solubility levels as 
much as genuine differences in the ink composition. Having a second solvent improves identification of the 
two less soluble inks as well as changing the order in which the colours move in the other pens.
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Whilst, when I started this, I assumed it would be ‘straightforward’, I now like the idea that the final result 
will not be conclusive. It leaves things open for extension into other CSI -like activities.  

Paper -  

Doing this experiment with slotted paper is such a joy. However, we are only doing 
it this way because I found an unused box that had lain in the department for over 
20 years so it is (at the moment) ‘Cost Free’.

Present Costs are between £55 - £60 for a box of 100 sheets. Cut in half gives you 
200 x 6 Slots @ 30p each.

We will have groups of 4 ‘operatives’ strictly rationed to 2 sheets per Group - one 
for each solvent. (Hence the ‘Budget Cuts’ warning on the Worksheet).

Obviously it can be done using cheaper alternatives. Many of my trial experiments 
were done that way. Just be aware that one advantage of slotted paper is that it 
doesn’t mind being curved round a beaker and everything seems to run straight. Bit 
trickier with ‘normal’ paper.

Timing -  

For the most part the Water chromatogram can yield decent results in about 20 - 30 minutes, sometimes 
sooner. The Meths/Acetone would normally need a bit longer, 30 - 40. Perhaps, if possible, keep running  for 
a while after class leaves but don’t run too long or the colours can ‘meet up’ again.

The height of the beaker often seems a limiting factor - solvent seems to keep going but inks seem to stop 
when level with the top of the beaker. 100 ml beakers are nice size but 150/250 ml may be better particularly 
if they are ‘tall’ rather than ‘squat’.

Also tried a few runs with plastic bottles over the beakers to create a more enclosed atmosphere but no 
obvious improvements but might be worth trying.

I’m sure many of you have plenty experience and may know better ways (better solvents?) to run these in 
your own schools with the equipment available to you.

Pen Used for Note -  

I did ‘flirt’ with the idea of presenting each class with ‘the Note’ and get them to take sections of the note 
and extract (with solvent) the ‘actual’ ink and use that as the first spot on their chromatograms.

Instead, we will just ‘randomly’ use one of the pens to put a spot on their paper before they arrive. Maybe 
stick to one pen or have each group attempting to match to a different pen.

Depend how much time you have and want to spend.
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Learning Outcomes -  

If doing this purely for fun - lucky you.

This was written as part of a Materials Topic (now split into 2 separate Topics) as part of our new S1/2 
course. For those in Scotland, it vaguely smells of SCN 3-16b:

I have taken part in practical investigations into solubility using different solvents and can apply what I 
have learned to solve everyday practical problems.

Since there will need to be questions in our Topic Test, and our pupils need some idea of the ‘knowledge’ we 
expect them to have picked, this is what I’m planning to include in our Topic Summary.

  ❒  Many chemicals are coloured. If their use depends mainly on their colour then they are often 
    labelled as dyes (soluble) or pigments (insoluble).

  ❒  Dyes and pigments are used for colouring paint, ink, plastic, fabric, cosmetics, food and other 
    materials.

  ❒  The black ink used in pens is actually a mixture of several dyes.
 

  ❒  A mixture of dissolved substances can be separated out using a  technique called 
    Chromatography

  ❒  During Chromatography a solvent rises up the paper.

  ❒  The different dyes in the mixture dissolve and travel with the solvent.

  ❒  Some dyes are very soluble and travel almost as fast as the solvent.

  ❒  Some dyes are less soluble and travel more slowly than the solvent.

  ❒  The further the solvent goes, the more the dyes separate.

  ❒  If a different solvent is used then the speed at which the different dyes travel will change.

There will also be some obvious ‘Problem Solving’ / ‘Skills’ outcomes but I’ve yet to decide on those. (I do 
know that your supposed to have your outcomes first but I sometimes like to start with the idea of an activity  
and not care too much where I end up).

Risk Assessment -  

Given the very small quantities and the fact that the acetone, in particular, is not 100 %, this should be a low 
risk activity. However, here is the relevant section from the Risk Assessment prepared for the whole Topic.
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Lesson Guide -  Really just an overview.

① Worksheet -  'Invites' operatives to Briefing Meeting so probably should start with this but .... 

    

② Flash Intro -  Lasts about 5 minutes. Designed to run from start to finish but controls will allow 
      you to skip or revisit sections.  The way I've had to merge movie and sound 
      prevents proper pausing unfortunately.
      
③ Briefing Notes -  Designed to test ability to recall information. Ideally issue after Flash Intro is 
    finished, one to a group or individually. Whatever you think suits your class / 
    budget. 

④    Worksheet -  Read / Talk through a bit of the Knowledge behind Chromatography or go straight to 
    setting up Chromatograms depending on your timings.

⑤  CSI Training Cards -  Designed mainly as time-fillers to allow flexibility in terms of timing of  
           the practical e.g prepare paper one day - start running at beginning of 
           next.

  Card 1 -  Wordsearch - Pure filler - low demand 
  Card 2 -  Witness -  Observation Skills - low demand, for fun
  Card 3 -  Time -  Numeracy Skills - low to medium depending on pupils ability
  Card 4 -  Money -  Numeracy Skills / Problem Solving -medium to high depending 
      on pupils ability
  Card 5 -  Crime Scene 1 Observation Skills- medium demand, for fun  
  Card 6 -  Appearances - Pure filler - low demand
  Card 7 -  Memory  - Observation Skills - low demand, for fun
  Card 8 -  Micro 1  - Lateral Thinking - high demand, for fun

    Answers mascara brush  toothbrush eye-lashes
      velcro  graphite from a pencil  guitar string
  Card 9 -  Micro 2  - Lateral Thinking - high demand, for fun

    Answers salt & pepper  razor blades
      postage stamp  rust on a nail

  Card 10 -  Crime Scene 2 Spot The Difference - medium demand, for fun
  Card 11 -  Bones -  Numeracy Skills - low to high depending on pupils ability

        

⑥ CSI Chromatography Results -  Designed to work on their presentation / recording skills. Will 
 not be that easy (for some) to reproduce the chromatograms using coloured pencils. Bit of ‘Form 
 Filling’.

 Depending on number and type of pens used, probably no conclusive results.
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Briefing Notes

Date:______________ Victim Name:_____________________________

Case Number:_______ Profession:________________________________

Crime Scene:____________________________________________________

Estimated Time: morning  /  afternoon  /  evening  /  night 

1.  What was the victim doing when witnesses reported seeing he had a gun?

     _____________________________________________________________

2.  What did Mr Smithers leave behind in the hall?_______________________

3.  What did Principal Skinner leave behind?____________________________

4.  Who, besides Maggie Simpson, was in the car?_______________________

5.  A bullet was found inside what kind of box?__________________________

6.   Did the victim still have his gun when found shot?____________________

Suspect 1 :  
   Name:____________________________________________

   Profession:________________________________________

Motive:_________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
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Suspect 2 :  
   Name:____________________________________________

   Profession:________________________________________

Motive:_________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Suspect 3 :  
   Name:____________________________________________

   Profession:________________________________________

Motive:_________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Suspect 4 :  
   Name:____________________________________________

   Profession:________________________________________

Motive:_________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Suspect 5 :  
   Name:____________________________________________

   Profession:________________________________________

Motive:_________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
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Date:______________ Victim Name:  Montgomery Burns

Case Number: 1234  Profession:  Owner of Nuclear Power Station

Crime Scene:  Outside of Springfield Town Hall

Estimated Time: morning  /  afternoon  /  evening  /  night 

1.  What was the victim doing when witnesses reported seeing he had a gun?

     Swinging (and singing) from a lamp post

2.  What did Mr Smithers leave behind in the hall?         (green) Jacket

3.  What did Principal Skinner leave behind?     His mother

4.  Who, besides Maggie Simpson, was in the car?  Dog (santa’s little helper)

5.  A bullet was found inside what kind of box?    Cigar Box

6.   Did the victim still have his gun when found shot?    No

Suspect 1 :  
   Name:   Homer Simpson

   Profession:   Employee, Springfield Nuclear Power

Motive:  Mr Burns continually forgets his name.

only dark because 
of sun blocking 

device
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Suspect 2 :  
   Name:   Moe (Syslak)

   Profession:   Bar Owner

Motive:  Mr Burns has built a drilling rig next to Moe’s Bar causing it

to be closed on safety grounds

Suspect 3 :  
   Name:   Barney (Gumble)

   Profession:   ???       (Town Drunk ? Coin Sucker ? )

Motive:  Mr Burns has caused Moes Bar to close depriving him off 

his only source of income.

Suspect 4 :  
   Name:   Principal (Seymour) Skinner

   Profession:   Principal of School (Springfield Elementary)

Motive:  Mr Burns has ‘stolen’ the oil found under the school which

would have made the school rich.

Suspect 5 :  
   Name:   (Groundskeeper) Willie

   Profession:   School Groundsman (Janitor) 

Motive:  Mr Burns has denied Willie the chance to realise his dream

of owning a crystal bucket by stealing the schools oil.
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Lesson 8: Solvents

SCN 3-16b

Aim:
You are going to find out how chromatography can separate and 
identify substances and the effect of different solvents.

 Activity 1: Collect a copy of ‘CSI Briefing Notes’

During the briefing you must demonstrate that you can quickly 
identify, remember and record important pieces of information.

Either attend the Briefing Meeting in person or log-in to view the 
Briefing on-line. You must ensure that, by the end of the Briefing 
Meeting, you have recorded all the relevant information. Work 
with a small group of fellow operatives to ensure that nothing is 
missed.

 Activity 2: Collect a ‘Chromatography Kit’

        pen 1         pen 2        pen 3        pen 4        pen 5

solvent 1
N 1 2 3 4 5

solvent 2
N 1 2 3 4 5

origin
line

origin
line

WARNING:    CSI Springfield is struggling with Budget Cuts.
     You will only have 2 pieces of paper. No Mistakes!

On two pieces of paper, draw with a 
pencil and a ruler an ‘origin’ line just 
below the slots in the paper.

There should already be a sample of the 
ink from the Note (marked N) spotted on
the paper - make sure your ‘origin’ line
goes through it.

Now place a spot from each of the 
suspect’s pens on the ‘origin’ line 
at each of the other slots. Number each
slot (in pencil) with the number of the pen
at the top of the slot.

Mark one piece ‘Solvent 1’ and the 
other as ‘Solvent 2’.

Into one marked 100ml beaker 
pour 5ml of Solvent 1.

Into another marked 100ml 
beaker pour 5ml of Solvent 2.1 2

CSI Simpsons Chromatography
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Place each piece of paper into its correct 
beaker.

Ink spots must be above level of solvent!

While you wait for chromatograms to finish, 
(at least 20 minutes, preferably longer), 
continue with training for CSI Operative 
(Level 1) assessment.

 Activity 2: Collect a set of ‘CSI Training Cards’

Complete as many of these as you have time for.

 Information:  Analysing Chromatograms

Chromatography works because as the 
solvent rises up the paper, the different 
pigment molecules, in the black pen dye,
dissolve and travel with the solvent.

Some dissolve well and travel as fast as the 
solvent. Others are less soluble and lag 
behind.

The further the solvent goes, the more the 
pigments separate and the more obvious 
they become.

Sometimes the pigment molecules stick to
the paper and a ‘trail’ is left behind. This 
can be a sign that too much ink was used. 
It is not usually counted as a separate colour.

pigment
trail

The main things to decide are:
     ①  the number of colours

    and ② the order of the colours

Starting at the top:  
    Light Blue
    Purple
    Red 
    Orange
    Yellow

However, watch out for colour mixes:  
       Light Blue
       Purple
       Red 
And the other colour mix is:   
       Red 
       Orange
       Yellow

Therefore, this ink contains 3 pigments Light Blue
       Red 
       Yellow

Purple is really there as a result of the 
Light Blue and Red pigments overlapping

Orange is really there as a result of the 
Yellow and Red pigments overlapping

 Activity 3: Collect  ‘CSI Chromatography Report’

With the help of the other operatives in your 
group, complete a ‘CSI Chromatography Report’  
and use it to decide whether or not you have 
strong enough evidence to allow you to 
identify who wrote the Note.

SCN 3-16b

CSI Simpsons Chromatography



Training Card
1

Training Card
2

Training Card
3

Training Card
4



E V I D E N C E C L W I
Z F N I L T M A R B I E
F I N G E R P R I N T S
G O Y R C M P S M M N C
K E O R Z G U B E E E I
S K N T T S B K S M S S
U E X E P S O V C I S N
W X U E T R I D E R U E
L G C L D I I M N C T R
A T H V C K C N E D H O
B E C I L O P S T H N F
E V I T C E T E D S C A

CHEMISTRY
CLUES
CRIME
CRIME SCENE
DETECTIVE
DNA
EVIDENCE
FINGERPRINTS
FOOTPRINTS
FORENSICS
GENETICS
LAB
POLICE
SUSPECT
WITNESS

How Good a Witness Are You? 

What you need:
   a fellow operative
What to do:

1.  While one operative turns his/her back, the other operative   
 makes three changes in his/her appearance. 

For example, he/she might tuck in their shirt, put hair behind ear and 
remove/put on belt, ring, tie, badge.

2.  When finished, the other operative should turn around and try 
 to identify the changes.

CSI Vocabulary - Can you find them?

Money In The Bank -  You know that a crime was motivated by 
money and so are interested in the finances of each of the 
suspects. You can eliminate the two suspects with the most 
money.

Suspect 1:   Has £3,200 in his bank account
Suspect 2:   Has 22% less than Suspect 9
Suspect 3:   Has 10% less than Suspect 2
Suspect 4:   Has 55% more than Suspect 10
Suspect 5:   Has 5% less than Suspect 7
Suspect 6:   Has 12% less than Suspect 4
Suspect 7:   Has 20% more than Suspect 1
Suspect 8:   Has the same as suspect 10
Suspect 9:   Has 30% more than Suspect 6
Suspect 10:   Has 30% less than Suspect 5

Time to Kill - A crime was committed at lunchtime. Each 
suspect needed a 36 minute window within this time slot to 
commit the crime. You are told the times they left work for 
lunch and the times they arrived back. Who could have done it?

Suspect One  left at 12.15,  arrived back at   1.00
Suspect Two  left at 12.15,  arrived back at 12.30
Suspect Three  left at 12.25,  arrived back at 13.01
Suspect Four  left at 12.05,  arrived back at 13.00
Suspect Five  left at 13.31,  arrived back at 14.11
Suspect Six   left at 13.06,  arrived back at 14.01
Suspect Seven  left at 14.00,  arrived back at 15.02
Suspect Eight  left at 12.03,  arrived back at 12.34
Suspect Nine  left at 13.09,  arrived back at 13.41
Suspect Ten  left at 13.04,  arrived back at 13.31



Training Card
6

Training Card
7

Training Card
8

Training Card
9



Seen Under A Microscope 1 - How many can you identify?

Appearances Can be Deceptive - How many animals? Memory Game -  Look at the objects below for 30 seconds.  
    Try and list as many as you can. 

Seen Under A Microscope 2 - How many can you identify?



Training Card
5

You will be given 2 minutes to study this photograph of a Crime Scene. 
You must not write anything down.

After 2 minutes you must turn over the photo and then answer 10 questions that 
will test your observation skills. Good Luck.



1.  What color coffee mug was in the picture?         

        Blue       Red        Yellow     Green
 
2.  When was the deadline?  
        

      Yesterday       Today          Tomorrow   June 3rd
 
3.  What time was on the clock on the wall?        

        10:40         11:05          1:55     2:15
 
4.  How many sticky notes were on the whiteboard?         

        Four        Six         Eight      Ten
 
5.  Which of the following was NOT in the picture?     

        Stapler       Trash Can         Printer
 
6.  What was the name on the plaque on the desk?       

        Bill         Brian       Carl       Dave 
 
7.  What color was the victim’s shirt?
          

        Black        Blue        Red     Plaid
 
8.  How many plants were in the picture?         

        None         One         Two       Three

9.  What was the color of the marker in the desk drawer?       

          Red           Blue        Green           

10.  Where was the book in the picture?       

      On a box       In the trash can       Under the body

Training Card
5



Training C
ard

11
You return to a Crime Scene that you had earlier photographed. You are not certain, 
but you are pretty sure that the Crime Scene has been tampered with.

You take a second photograph. Can you find 5 differences?



Training Card
10

When a body is discovered, it is important to learn as much as possible from the 
remains. Forensic anthropologists use mathematical formulae to estimate 
someone’s height from the lengths of certain bones in their body.

Femur

Bone Racial Origin Formula for Men Formula for Women

For example, the Tibia of a body believed to belong to an 
Asian Man is found to be 35 cm long.

	 From	the	formula,	you	would	first	of	all	multiply	by
 2.39
    35  x  2.39  =  83.65 cm

 You next add 81.45 cm

    83.65  +  81.45  =  165.10 cm

 Six bodies found buried in a common grave are in  
 the process of being matched against missing 
 persons. Help by calculating the missing heights.

Bone
No. Racial Origin

Bone
Type

Bone
Length (cm) Gender Estimated

Height (cm)

Tibula

Fibula

Humerus

Radius

Ulna
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Pen
Chromatography

Results

Date:___________________   Case Number:______________

Operative Name(s):______________________________________________ 

Chromatograms:   Using only the official CSI coloured pencils, make an accurate and 
    permanent record of the results obtained.

Strip 1: _______________________________    

Strip 2: _______________________________    

Strip 3: _______________________________   

Strip 4: _______________________________   

Strip 5: _______________________________

Strip 6: _______________________________

  Number of colours     Order of colours

Strip 1: _____________________   ________________________________________   

Strip 2: _____________________     ________________________________________ 

Strip 3: _____________________    ________________________________________ 

Strip 4: _____________________    ________________________________________ 

Strip 5: _____________________   ________________________________________

Strip 6: _____________________   ________________________________________

       Solvent 1   

  1     2       3          4  5     6  Describe each pen and make it clear 
which strip had the ink from the evidence.
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Analysis of Results:   Remember that to be accepted in a Court of Law, there must be a 
    match between the Evidence and Suspect Ink with both Solvents.

Recommendation : Conclusive Evidence   Not Conclusive

Operative Signature:     _________________________________________ 

Strip 1: _______________________________    

Strip 2: _______________________________    

Strip 3: _______________________________   

Strip 4: _______________________________   

Strip 5: _______________________________

Strip 6: _______________________________

  Number of colours     Order of colours

Strip 1: _____________________   ________________________________________   

Strip 2: _____________________     ________________________________________ 

Strip 3: _____________________    ________________________________________ 

Strip 4: _____________________    ________________________________________ 

Strip 5: _____________________   ________________________________________

Strip 6: _____________________   ________________________________________

       Solvent 2   

  1     2       3          4  5     6  Describe each pen and make it clear 
which strip had the ink from the evidence.
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